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Activities
BEACH CLEAN UP
Despite the challenging times during lockdowns, we managed to initiate 6 beach
clean ups covering Long Beach.

PROJEKWASTEBEYOND
Moreover, we expanded our clean up activities across national and international
borders with #projekwastebeyond where we provide guidelines for clean ups,
promote and share volunteer’s works on our platform. By using this opportunity we
hope to encourage more people to join our movements, and inspire people that
cleaning up their local beach, parks or hills can be a fun and helpful activity. Some
places that we managed to expand #projekwastebeyond is Batu Feringghi Beach
(Penang), Tepor Island (Langkawi), PCB Beach (Kelantan), and oversea beaches like
Kugenuma Kaigan (Kanagawa), Enoshima Beach (Kanagawa), Iwasawa Beach
(Fukushima) in Japan.

Kayak + beach clean up in Tepor Island, Langkawi

IG LIVE
We also managed to organize an IG LIVE in conjunction with International Coastal
CleanUp Day on September 18th where we were joined by wonderful and talented
speakers in the environmental community to discuss the current issues we are
facing as well as exchanging thoughts and ideas about further solutions. Due to the
pandemic, we have increased our online presence and we have high hopes for
transitioning back to offline activities next year.

PROJEKWASTE BY YOU
An article/storytelling column that we launched at the beginning of the first
quarter, we have continued to publish inspiring stories from people all over the
world on their sustainability journey.
Click to read these articles:
Social Media Activism – and how the next generation is making the world listen by
Sushim Thapaliya
Me & My Hopeful Journey by Aimi Osman

Sponsors
We would like to take this chance to thank Wellness Laboratory (a charitable
wellness community in Japan) for donating part of their profits from a yoga+beach
clean fundraising event on 23/11/2021. The donations will be used for our on-site
works in Long Beach to help make Long Beach a greener destination. For further
updates, please stay tuned on this platform!
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